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SwiftClean
SwiftClean is a technologically advanced, high
performance, waterproof surface protector, chemically
bound to the surface of every Enstyle Essential series
product. Floors with SwiftClean are easier to maintain,
helping to preserve the natural appearance of the floor
for both residential and commercial installation.

®

Our premium high performance sound suppressant
underlayment helps to smooth out minor subfloor
imperfections while adding comfort and warmth
to the floor.
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All Enstyle LVT products are coated with a durable
ceramic bead finish. These tiny microscopic particles are
embedded in the layers of the UV cured PearlTouch finish
to help protect the surface finish from premature wear.

krausflooring.com

Meets Indoor Air Quality Product Performance
Standards for Building Interiors. CA Section 01350
and SCS EC10.3-2014.

CARLOTA PLANK

TM

Pinar Oak | KLTECAR002

Trinidad Oak | KLTECAR011

Victoria Oak | KLTECAR172

Neuva Pine | KLTECAR193

Maribel Maple |
KLTECAR121

Baracoa Birch |
KLTECAR273

Manzanillo Maple |
KLTECAR126

Westbury Hickory |
KLTECAR514

Freeport Hickory |
KLTECAR111

Hillcrest Ash | KLTECAR118

specifications
SUPPLIER

Kraus®

CONSTRUCTION

PROFILE

Thickness
2 mm

WEAR
LAYER

TYPE

VIRGIN
PVC

8 mil

UV Cured
Coating with
Ceramic Bead

Yes

6”

FINISH

Square Edge

carton configuration
Plank Size: 2 mm x 6” x 36” | Pcs/Carton: 24 | Packaging: 36 sq. ft./carton
Installation: Full spread Kraus Adhesive™ KPA 501 | Below, on or above ground level

20 year warranty
20 Year Residential Finish

|

5 Year Medium Commercial

important information about vinyl flooring
Vinyl flooring is a beautiful reproduction of wood or stone and therefore variations in colour, tone and graining are to be expected.
Please note that the display samples may not always be a true representation of the final product. For this reason, new and/or
replacement flooring may not exactly match display samples and/or existing flooring. Product image colours may vary due to print
processes and monitor display settings. To ensure that the installation meets the manufacturers requirements please note that
Kraus KPA 501 is the recommended and required adhesive for this product. Failure to use this adhesive may void any warranty
related claims. Please see installation instructions for full details. See krausflooring.com for latest specifications.
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